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AST month, the Supreme Court
consented to the extradition of a
man wanted in Poland fbr drug
dealing. The court granted an
appeal by the Polish authorities, after
High Court judge, Alleen Donnelly, r e f 
used the request to extradite the man,
Artur Celmer.
Judge Donnelly had cited the interfer
ence of Judicial independence by the
Polish government as the reason fo r her
ruling. If the judiciary Isn't Independent,
the chances ofa fair t1ial would be greatly
diminished.
Judge Donnelly's ruling questioned the
integrity of the criminal justice system In
another EU country.She did so 1A1th goo d
reason.The gove1nment in Poland Is en
croaching on the judlclarys Indepen
dence, fbl lo1A1ng a trend around the globe
of strongman popul ists hamme1 ing away
at longstanding institutions.
On November 12, the llve-Judge Su
preme Court accepted that there were
changes in the status of the Judiclary's In·
dependence In Poland, but those changes
did not meet a threshold that Implied it
would Interfere with a fair trial The S u 
preme Court's decision, Incidentally,
avoided a diplomatic row with Poland.
In the new year, a case comes before the
High Court that has the potential for a
major diplomatic backlash.
The French judiciary has applied fbr
the extradition oflan Balley fbr the
murder of Sophie Toscan du Plantier.
MrBalley was arrested tmce following
Ms Du Plantier's brutal murder in
West Cork in 1996.The DPP examined the
rue on MrBalley on at least three separ
ate occasions and, each time, concluded
there was insufllclent evidence to bring a
charge.
The French investigated the murder
under a Napoleonic Jaw concerning
crimes against French citizens abroad In
2012, the High Court in Dublin consented
to J.\llr Balley's extradition for questioning
under a European arrest warrant. The
Supreme Court overturned this rul ing on
appeal In2017, the High Court threw out
a second attempt at extradition as "an
abuse of process," on the basis that it had
already been ruled on.
Last May, Mr Balley was tried In absen
tia,In Pads, for the murder. He was found
guUty and sentenced to 25 years In prison.
A new application fbr extradition was
made to the Irish authorities on June 27
last. Now, In French eyes, he Is a con
victed murderer, and Ireland, a fellow EU
member, is being asked to hand him over.
Last J.\llonday, the High Court endorsed
the warrant. It took nearly six monthsfor
the Government to apply to the courts to
get the ball rol ling on the extradition. The
snaU's pace may well be a reflection of
sensitivity attaching to the case.A hear
ing awaits In the new year.
There have been two developments
since the last attempt to get Mr Balley to
France.One ground for the ruling In2012
conce1ned European legislation that
didn't make allowances fbr the extradi
tion o f a citizen o f a third country.In
other words,J.\llr Balley, an Englishman,
couldn't be extradited to France as an
lrlsh or a French person could.That Jaw
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Ian Balley: If the Supreme Court were to reject his
extradltlon on the basis that I t didn't recognise the
murder conviction, how wou ld France react, asksour
col umn ist
Picture: Collins Courts

their deliberations, avoid speclflc refer
ence to the Pa1is trlal.If so, there could be
a diplomatic backlash from a friendly and
-in the context of the EU -powerful
country.If, however, the Irish courts re
cognise the trial as a legitimate exercise
and rule accordingly, It would be an
alarming development.
Next Monday 1A1ll be the 23rd anniver
sary of Ms du Plantier's death.
Her family's heavy burden of bereave
ment has been exacerbated by the faUure
to bring closure to her murder.They have
canied their pain with dlgnlty.
But, unfortunately, the pursuit of
answers In thecase couldbe Interpreted as
an attack on basic tenets of crimlna!Jus
tlce, as understood In this country.

was changed last Ap1il.
The second development, and by far the
most slgnlllcant, Is J.\llr Balleys convic
tion in Paris. If the Supreme Court were
to reject the extradition on the basis that
it didn't recognise the murder conviction,
how would France react?
Would they consider any such ruling an
insult to their crim lnal Justicesystem and
judiciary? It's one thing to thumb a nose
at Poland Effectively telling the powerful
republic of France that its c1imlnal jus
tice system is a sham would be a different
matter.
In the view of this observer, who sat
through the Paris trial, It was a sham.
J.\llr Balleys absence meant there was no
testing of evidence.But the evidence,
such as It was, bore no resemblance to
what would have been permitted in an
Irish court.A French detective who had
travelled to West Cork told the court that
a garda he met was of the opinion that
J.\llr Balley was guUty.
A psychologist produced a report In
which he opined that MrBalley had a b o r 
derl ine personal ity.The psychologist had
never met, not to mind interviewed, his
subject.
Just two witnesses travelled from Cork
to give evidence. Up to a dozen 1A1tnesses
were contacted "1th Jess than a fort
night's notice, requested to travel to
Paris, make their own arrangements,and
show up In the court One might speculate
that witnesses tl"om lreland were r e 
garded as props rather than central com
ponents in reconstructing events around
the violent death ofl\lls du Plantier.
The most bizarre evidence was prob
ably the only new detall in the case.A
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close friend of Ms du Plantier, Agnes Tho
mas, told the court that, 19 years after the
murder, she remembered a conversation
she had with Ms du Plantier about a week
befbre the latter died.
"She had mentioned that there was a
man who wanted to meet her.She didn't
really want to meet him, but didn't know

what to do," Ms Thomas told the Pads
court
Ms Thomas said that Sophie told her
that the man was "a weird guy who wrote
poetry". The inference was that this man
was J.\llrBalley, who doeswrite poetry and
might, in certain respects, be considered
weird.J.\lls Thomas also spoke to Sophie
hours befbre Sophie's death and she had
related this llnal conversation many
times.But only 19 years later, when she
was Involved in an organisation set up to
attain Justice in the case, did she r e 
member the earlier conversation.J.\lls
Thomas's evidence would never have
been admitted in an Irish court
There appeared, to this observer, to be
two objectives driving the Paris trial.
One was to bring solace to the bereaved
family.The second was to produce a r e 
sult that would beefup the next request to
extradite Mr Balley.Both are under
standable aspirations,butusing the guise
o f a murder trial to pursue them would
hardly be acceptable for a stable and ma
ture democracy.
This case wUJ be heard by the High
Court in Dublin, most likely by the Court
of Appeal and possibly by the Supreme
Court.The judges involved may well, In

How Celts' winter solstice is relevant to modern Ireland
T

oday is ofllclally the shortest
day of the year and at 4.19am
tomorrow, we'll have the
winter sol stice In the
northern hemisphere, when the
Earth's North Pole Is at Its maximum
tilt away from the sun.
Th is tilt gives us the longest hours of
darkness throughout the whole year,
and still, after all these years, In
Ireland, the solstice sun wUJ light up
the 5,200-year-old passage tomb In
Newgrange, Co Meath.
In Celtic msdom, the winter solstice,
or the "dark night of the soul", was one
of eight festivals in their calendar.
Unlike us, our Celtic ancestors lived
with the rhythms of nature, and this
was a time of year of going inwards and
reflecting.
Not so in our busy, busy times.
If2019 has given us anything, It has
given us overwhelm and uncertainty.
At a national level, there Is the rising
numbers living in homelessness, 10,514
people and counting, 3,826 of whom are
chUdren. We have the ongoing and
unresolved saga with the FA!.There
are the creche fees and the insurance
premiums to go along "1th them.
We've had European, local and
by-elections.
We hav e the crippling trafllc Jams,
that aren't sporadic In nature, but
chronic and dally, and not just In
Dublin and Cork, but reaching Into all
of our commuter belts.
Next door, we've had to wait "1th
baited breath to see wouldBrex!t un
fold or not. How would our businesses
cope? How would trading and jobs,
livelihoods, be impacted? What would
happen at the border?
All this In a year when a young inno
cent woman, and wonderful Journalist,
Lyra J.\llcKee was shot dead in Derry.
Jnte1nationally, we have US
president Trump flghtlng 1A1th teen
agers on Twitter whUe facing impeach
ment In the New Year, 1A1th his pal,
president of Russia Vladlmlr Putin
rowing in to defend him.
And as an early Christmas present
we have Conservative leader Boris
Johnson llrm lyInstated In 10 Downing
Street as his party had a resounding
victory in last week's Btitish general
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If you look around us,
the trees are without
their leaves, animals
are hibernating, farm
animals are kept
indoors, flowers have
gone to seed, and
aside from us humans,
everyone and
everything else seems
to have got the memo
to slow down
election, under their 'getBrex!t done•
manifesto.People were so beleaguered
after three years ofBrexit 'what Ifs',
and frustration reigned supreme.
Existentially, we are Inundated with
reports about the precarious future of
the planet, not to mention relentless
flres In the Amazon and Australia.
When It comes to action, the
scientists, In their thousands,can
agree, but the policymakers, our world
leaders can't seem t o .
Instead, grown men, like Trump
and broadcasters Piers J.\llorgan and
Jeremy Clarkson, take aim at a 16year-old girl
So if you're gliding Into 2020, in a
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The sun shines along the passage floor into the inner chamber at Newgrange during the winter solstice. Unlike us, our Celtic ancestors
Picture: Alan Betson
lived with the rhythms of nature, and this was a time of year of going inwards and reflecting.
state of overwhelm, no one would
blame you.
What did our Celtic ancestors do?
They saw the winter solstice, and
indeed this time of the year, as 'deep
winter'. They surrendered to the
darkness, slowed down and listened.
If you look around us, the trees
are mthout their leaves, animals are
hibernating, farm animals are kept
indoors, flowers have gone to seed and
aside from us humans, everyone and
everything else seems to have got the
memo to slow down.
How are you going to spend Christ
mas or, Indeed, the next lllw days be
fore December 25?

WUJ you race frantically tl"om
shop to shop picking up token gifts that
wUJ be left discarded in a corner of
someone's house come St Stephen's
Day?
Or wUJ you spend some time "1th a
friend or family member, talking,
kettle on, prepping foo d and Just
kicking back?
Digital marketeers have predicted
that 2020 wUJ be the year of the dlg!tal
detox. Our social media feeds wUJ see
out-of-office signs of their own and our
emalls won't be answered as quickly
come 8pm or Friday night.
Just this week, newly published
research, from LifeSearch showed that

real-life conversations have decreased
by 15% over the past llve years.
What's more, the number of digital
conversations being had In the UK
every day has overtaken face-to-face
Interactions.
The research fbund that family
dinners were no longer a guaranteed
time of'catching up',with one In seven
(14%) respondents saying they felt
more comfbrtable talking "1th family
by phone, messaging apps, and social
media.
And in a world of unrelenting fbrest
llres, seeming powerlessness over
climate action and Increasingly
polarised politics-deep and

meaningful face-to-face conversations
would really help us all cope that bit
better.
And what better time to start that
digital detox and have those face-to
face conversations than at Chtistmas
time? After all, our Celtic ancestors
used this time to slow right down and
stay Indoors.
According to Mari Kennedy, who
worked as former president Mary
McA !eese •s project co-ordinator, the
darkness that the winter solstice
brings lsn 't actually a bad thing.
Now working as an organisational
consultant, as well as a yoga instruc
tor, Mari also teaches people about
that old calendar, the Celtic Wheel
This might be the darkest and
longest day of the year, but it also
marks the return of the light.
While2019 might have been over
whelming, you'11 be far better able to
take on 2020If you avall of the rest that
Christmas holidays, if you have them,
can give-b e that S1A1tchlng off the
email, putting down the phone, or
spending time with friends and family,
who you only manage to chat to over
WhatsApp all year.
The last 12 months might have been
overwhelmlng, Internationally and
domestically, leaving people llleling
powerless and In a state of despair,but
the next 12 wUJ not be assisted by our
continued exhaustion.
This winter solstice and Christmas,
slow down If you can, switch off If
your Job allows It and try spend some
time with good friends or family, lfyou
have one.
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Words matter now more than ever
“A man may take to drink because he feels
himself to be a failure, and then fail all the
more completely because he drinks. It is
rather the same thing that is happening to
the English language. It becomes ugly and
inaccurate because out thoughts are foolish, but the slovenliness of our language
makes it easier for us to have foolish
thoughts.” — George Orwell.

So many of the idioms we find ourselves using these
days originated in Silicon Valley with its upstarts and
kingpins, such as Facebook and chief executive Mark
Zuckerberg.
Picture: Chris Ratcliffe
pages saying she was ‘passionate about
time management’. Whatever floats your
boat.
At the end of the day, nothing compares
right now to ‘so’.
So, let’s deal with the ‘so’ business. ‘So’
is now used to prefix the most basic explanation of anything, or even the recounting
of anything, and is usually weighted with
the kind of patient inflection one might
deploy in addressing a child of tender
years.
So. We were out last night and somebody
asked where all this ‘so’ business came
from. So I explained that it originated in
Silicon Valley, created by the Geeks to
explain the basics of their latest inventions to those less geekish than they. So.
There you are. I wish they’d stop, so I do.
I could go on until the cows come home
but it would only make my head hurt
more. Can George Orwell’s observations
be applied to the current contamination of
the popular vernacular? Words
fail me on that one. What I do
know is that this
column will most
likely result in
me being accused of virtue
signalling for
calling out all
the doubling
down on the
poor vernacular.
Happy new
year.

S

o, will somebody please double
down on reaching out this new
year? Failing that, would it be
possible in 2020 to reset on all
the virtue signalling? Now is the time to
interrogate the data on these issues before I begin to tear my hair out.
The closing of one year and the opening
of another might be a time to reflect on
why the state of vernacular as spoken and
written in this country has gone bananas.
Plain English is out the window. Phraseology that had the benefit of colour and
context is used no more. Everything
today is delivered in this kind of quasitech lingo mixed with American sporting
jock piffle, all dipped in pseudo therapy
speak.
A few examples are stark. Let’s start
with ‘reaching out’. This term is now in
vogue to describe meeting or contacting
a fellow human being in all its different
settings. It evokes the image of a hand
extending to draw in the subject and set a
soft and fuzzy tone for the contact. Think
Diana Ross smothered in sequins reaching out to touch somebody’s hand, to
make this world a better place, if you can.
Even people who should know better
are engaging in this piffle. A while back,
respected New York Times columnist
Nicholas Kristof wrote a striking piece
about the conditions for migrants in
border detention centres. Then he went
and spoiled it all by declaring: “I reached
out to federal and local officials for comment.”
You did what? Why didn’t you just pick
up a phone or knock on a door?
Moving on to the sporting jock sphere, I
acknowledge that ‘stepping up to the
plate’ is entering the realm of old hat by
now, but it still drives me round the bend.
Stepping up to the plate is not an invitation to eat some grub, but a reference to
the batting position in baseball. The game
is a tiny minority sport in this country,
yet we hear of people stepping up to the
plate to beat the band. (In a similar vein, if
I see another sportswriter referring to a
sportsperson being in their ‘sophomore
year’ I’ll… step up to the plate with a
baseball bat in my hand and violence on
my mind).
Check out ‘reset’. At a time when sporting parlance in this country has embraced ‘the process’ to describe plain
old tactics, we also have ‘reset’ to tell
everybody to get back into position. If this
was confined to sporting environments,
we could live with it, but it has contaminated general life. Every morning, I don’t
get out of bed. I reset.
Speaking of grub, wherefore ‘all-youcan-eat data’? Listen, you think the leftover chicken from Sunday’s roast tastes
rank by Wednesday? Try tucking into
data. (Pronounced date-a with the hint of

a Californian accent if you really want to
signal your virtue).
On the subject of data, have you ever
tried to interrogate data? This scarysounding activity arose last year in the
controversy over material removed from
Independent News & Media’s computer
server. The data was taken offshore to be
‘interrogated’. Did they strap the data to
chair and tell it to spill the beans or excruciating torture would follow?
Moving onto the business of dialling.
Every now and again, you’re bound to
hear about somebody dialling up a situation, or even dialling it down, at a time
when nobody dials anymore. We tap
numbers on mobiles (which will soon be
called cellphones, mark my word).
Then we come to the phrase that has
not so much entered but set up shop in the
popular vernacular. How are you fixed
for ‘virtue signalling’?
You can’t walk down the street these
days without encountering somebody
who’s virtue signalling. On first inspection, this might indicate notice that a virtue is coming down a railtrack near you.
In fact, it’s just the in-vogue term to
describe somebody who has a great
welcome for themselves.
Remember Saipan and Roy Keane
suggesting that Niall Quinn was Mother
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Theresa? Now try imagining Roy stating
that Niall was actually virtue signalling.
No, Mr Keane is far too intelligent to

lower himself into that mumbo jumbo, yet
virtue signalling is all the rage.
Another rage that has swept through
the vernacular is ‘space’. People no longer
live in homes — those who have them —
but occupy a space. They used to hold an
opinion but now they’re in a particular
space. They may have endured periods of
being down in the dumps, or flying without wings, but now they are in a bad space
or a good space, as if they were Major
Tom, floating in a tin can, far above the
world, looking for a little space to call
their own.
What has befallen passion? It used to
reference sex or love or a primal connection with a form of art or some activity
that bettered the lot of humans or animals. Now passion has set up shop in the
workplace. A consultant of some hue or
other was recently quoted on the business
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Taking stock of the changes seen in last decade
H

ate is not going to move us
forward. Hate has never
moved anyone or anything
forward.
And yet, if anything stands out from
this last decade, it is our growing tolerance for intolerance.
We’ve become tolerant of, or perhaps
immune to, political leaders with intolerant viewpoints and hurtful rhetoric.
We’ve grown accustomed to acts not
of random kindness but of random
terror, be they in Paris in 2015, where
131 were killed, the senseless murder
of Labour politician Jo Cox in 2016, or
the London Bridge attack in 2017
where eight people were killed.
We’ve had Brexit next door and the
rise of Donald Trump, taking the White
House, having described an entire
population of people as “rapists”. Once
elected, his rhetoric never changed,
referring to countries experiencing
economic inequality as “shitholes”.
We used to bat eyelids at his remarks, less so nowadays, because hate
seems to have become the norm, both
IRL (in real life) as millennials say, and
online too.
The last decade has seen the rise of
our virtual selves, where we hide
behind screens and lash out nasty
missives at the touch of a thoughtless
fingertip. Money ventured into this
process when Facebook introduced
paid ads in 2010, and all sorts of agendas could get pushed online from anywhere in the world to anywhere else in
the world.
This disinhibition effect, where we
behave far more appallingly than we
would were we face to face with someone, seems to have then crept into the
real world.
This disinhibition effect then got
coupled with another social phenomenon of the last 10 years — our
on-demand culture.
How long does it take for your blood
pressure to rise in a coffee queue? How
quick does it take for you to rise to irritation or even anger if your order isn’t
taken as quickly as the one-click ‘buy
now’ button on Amazon? How long
does it take for your patience to be
tested when a website doesn’t load on
your smartphone within two seconds?
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The last 10 years
brought huge change
that we did not see
coming, from social
media to streaming,
and from politics to
polarisation, but we
know all that now
Can you even sit through one TV or
YouTube ad anymore, or has Netflix
entirely curbed your ability to be patient?
This on-demand culture comes with
a ‘reply-to-me-now’ one too.
In a world where you can publicly
shout your dissatisfaction at a brand,
business, or person in a millisecond
and bombard your busy sister with
endless WhatsApp messages expecting
an immediate reply, we’ve become unconsciously and unfairly accustomed
to instant answers and resolutions.
We rise to offence and outrage before
catching a breath.
Do you then bring this all intolerance and impatience into the real
world, mistaking the flesh and blood
of the human before you for a badly
sequenced algorithm or dodgy wifi
connection?

US president Donald Trump during a student action summit at Palm Beach County
Convention Centre in West Palm Beach,
Florida, last week. We can not expect the
likes of Trump, or his base, to change —
despite our shouting.
Picture: Andrew Harnik/AP
What’s happening online is influencing what’s happening offline, and vice
versa.
How we interact with each other is
changing right before our very eyes,
but how aware are we of its implications?
In his Christmas message, President
Michael D Higgins, spoke about the
importance of acting as a global community, not a divided one.
He was speaking about this community specifically in relation to our
treatment of refugees, and our response to climate change.
“Today many people turn to us, their
fellow global citizens, for protection
and shelter for themselves and their
families, and for the provision of hope
for a better future,” said the President.
“Do we dismiss them from our door,
telling them there is no room at our

inn, or do we greet them in a spirit of
hospitality bearing in mind the history
of emigration that is such a defining
characteristic of the Irish people?”
Speaking about climate change, and
the hope of being successful in addressing it, President Higgins referenced a
“global community”.
“Governments have a key role in
leading the necessary change. However, if we are to succeed in meeting
this greatest challenge we must all act
as a global community,” he said.
After a decade of heavy individualism, where we expect our every demand to have been met yesterday, do
we still have the capacity to act as a
community and act together?
On an individual level, and especially at this time of year, we all
know the tension caused by discord in
our relationships — be that within a

family where one sibling has fallen out
with another and no redress or repair
appears forthcoming, or in the workplace where trenches have been dug
deep.
This discord is often one of the
hardest of human conundrums, for a
social species based on tribe, and yet
letting go, forgiving and moving
forward can seem like an even harder
resolution.
Why forgive someone who is not
sorry, who does not see the fault and
hurt in their own actions? But never
mind the why, how do you even do
that? Bring this entrenchment from
the individual to the global, and things
get even trickier.
With a new decade upon us we have
once-in-a-lifetime challenges to address and solve in the areas of migration and climate change.

We cannot expect the likes of Trump,
or his ‘base’, to change, and yet our
shouting and raging at them is not
going to take us forward either.
We need to find a new way of relating
to each other and we will have to forgive those who are not repentant. We
will need to do this if we want to move
forward and overcome the challenges
that lie ahead.
The last 10 years brought huge
change that we did not see coming,
from social media to streaming, and
from politics to polarisation, but we
know all that now.
It’s with this knowledge, and awareness, that we need to look forward,
move forward, into the next decade. We
won’t be able to say ‘no one warned us’.
We’ve already lived with a decade of
intolerance; we can’t afford to live like
that for another.
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Twitter warriors shoot themselves in foot
D

AN Clifford and a comrade were
hiding out in a house in the Gurrane mountains outside Cahirciveen. The troops surrounded
the house and ordered the pair to surrender. They emerged from the house
with their hands raised. A short time
later they were summarily shot dead.
The killing of the two men was an atrocity, a war crime. It was perpetrated not by
the crown forces or any of the crown’s
agents in Ireland, but instead by the
National Army. The army was acting
with the authority of the provisional government of Ireland, elected by the people
in 1922. Their brief was to defeat forces opposed to the Anglo Irish Treaty. At times
the Civil War descended into depravity.
The killing of my grand-uncle on
March 6, 1923, was an atrocity that was
largely forgotten, simply because so
many other atrocities plumbed far darker
depths around that time, particularly in
Kerry.
Shortly after Dan was executed, his
brother Michael, my grandfather, got
word and left his shop in the town to go up
to Gurrane. When he arrived near to the
scene shots were fired at him and he
retreated in fear of his life.
Later, Michael was told that pro-treaty
elements were threatening to burn down
his shop. Michael took no part in the Civil
War but his brother’s involvement had
rendered him a target. This is the kind of
state-sponsored terror that would in time
feature in places such as Mugabe’s Zimbabwe, Saddam’s Iraq and the West Bank.
Over the coming months and years the
State will commemorate those who oversaw the terror from 1922-23. None of
which is to suggest that the anti-treaty
forces were innocent victims in the Civil
War.
They were acting in a profoundly undemocratic manner. They were attempting
to destroy the newly created Free State
for which the majority of people had
voted.
They were complicit in a “violent response to oppose and suppress the democratic wishes of the majority on the island”. That quote was used by Minister
for Justice Charlie Flanagan this week to
describe the Royal Irish Constabulary
(RIC). It also perfectly describes the antiTreaty side in the Civil War. The political
leader of the anti-Treaty side, Eamon de
Valera, had declared that “the people
have no right to be wrong” when they
voted for acceptance of the Treaty.
In pursuing their aims the anti-Treaty
side also preyed on the civilian population to spread terror. Over the coming
months and years the State will commemorate those who took up arms in defiance
of democracy in 1922-23.
The War of Independence which
preceded the Civil War threw up plenty
of atrocities. The war had some democratic legitimacy through the elections of
December 1918.
But contrary to the unquestioned narrative peddled until recent decades, the
IRA of the time were perfectly apt at
spreading terror as they saw fit. Over the
coming months and years the State will
honour the men and women of the IRA

The home of Tomás MacCurtain, Lord Mayor of
Cork, shortly after his assassination by Irish members
of the RIC in March 1920.
Picture: Mercier Archives
broadened out. Now in the time of social
media, public debate has regressed. Once
more it’s goodies versus baddies, anger
and stridency squeezing out any nuance
or perspective.
Negative reaction to the proposed commemoration was driven and amplified on
Twitter in particular. Many who gave
their considered opinion on Twitter believed the event was to celebrate the Black
and Tans. Say no more.
What would Seán Ó Faoláin have made
of it all? The writer was an IRA combatant
during the period and subsequently a rare
subversive voice in a submissive state. His
father had been an RIC inspector.
“Men like my father were dragged out in
those years and shot as traitors to their
country — so be it. Shot for cruel necessity
— so be it. Shot to inspire necessary terror
— so be it. But they were not traitors. They
had their loyalties and stuck to them.”
Then again, sure what would Sean Ó
Faoláin know? The man never
tweeted in his life.

who fought in the War of Independence.
These harsh realities may be self evident to many but need to be spelled out in
light of the hullabaloo this week about the
proposed State commemoration for the
RIC and Dublin Metropolitan Police.
Much of the criticism of the now aborted
event centred on the police forces’ reputation for brutality and committing atrocities. Some members of the police were
brutal, others revelled in inflicting terror,
and many more were simply doing a job.
But the narrative that the RIC and DMP
had a monopoly on depravity should be
with de Valera, in the grave.
One example of the tone and content
during the week was a piece in the Irish
Examiner written by Padraig Óg Ó Ruairc
who has written several books about the
period. He enumerated a succession of
brutal atrocities for which the RIC were
responsible. But the average reader —
and certainly the average Twitter user —
would have walked away from the article
believing that depravity was the preserve
of the losing side in the War of Independence. The reality is that many good
men and women on both sides did bad
things at a terrible time and often had to
make accommodations with themselves
by internalising it for the rest of their
lives.
“Why should the Irish Government expect the Irish people to commemorate
them?” Mr Ó Ruairc asked.
Well, maybe because they also were
Irish, drawn from the same towns, farms
and families as those who fought for independence and then fought each other.
Maybe because Irish history is messy and
complicated and far removed from the
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dated depiction of virtuous freedom fighters taking on the perfidious and evil
crown forces.
Maybe because it would be a good
signal to send to the one million or so

unionists in the north of the island that
we have grown up down here and can acknowledge a shared history which is
painful on both sides. The frenzied reaction this week betrayed nothing as much
as a partitionist mentality.
Anybody who genuinely cares
about a United Ireland has to recognise
that it is be made up of two very different
traditions. If the majority tradition down
here can’t come to terms with what was
perpetrated by the other side 100 years
ago, how can we expect the majority
tradition up there to do likewise over
what they were subjected to just 30 years
ago?
The proposed commemoration was
very poorly handled. There should have
been proper consultation and debate
ahead of it. Holding it as the first event of
this seminal year in the centenary of the
violent upheaval was a major misstep.
But the reaction spoke volumes of how far
we have to travel in this state.
One outstanding feature of the hullabaloo suggests we have gone back to the
future. In de Valera’s Ireland, the cartoonish narrative of goodies versus baddies prevailed. Then, with some revision,
the view through the rear mirror was
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Markle our guilty pleasure and a great distraction
T

HIS week, with Australia
burning and the prospect of a
war between Iran and America on the horizon, Megxit is
the easy news we’ve all been looking
for.
Can’t get your head around the
politics of the Middle East and US/
Iranian relations? There’s always been
Meghan Markle’s wardrobe, birth
plan, or postnatal mental health for us
to talk about.
Powerlessly despairing about the
images of charred animals down in
Australia? Meghan’s latest move, to
“step back” from the royal family, has
set the media and Twitter alight with
opinions, criticism, and investigations.
Famous boy meets famous girl, they
marry and have a baby shortly after, is
a very easy story to follow. It’s entertainment.
The same cannot be said of
precarious international relations that
involve someone as erratic and
unstable as Donald Trump. And seeing
fires ravage their way across dry land,
amidst rising temperatures, certainly
doesn’t qualify as entertainment
either.
In a world where we often feel so
utterly powerless to affect any kind of
meaningful change, titillating tales
about celebrities and royals have
always served as a great distraction for
the weary public, and a great cash cow
for the media.
Meghan and Prince Harry, who were
never going to get anywhere near the
throne in their lifetime, essentially
called time on their public royal life
this week, stating their goal of
becoming “financially independent”.
The response and backlash was so
immediate and manic, it was as if the
fires in Australia and the tensions in
Iran had evaporated in an instant.
The British media did not take
kindly to the couple’s latest
manoeuvre. There was the message of
“good riddance” and the likening of
their decision to hitting the “nuclear
button”. The hysteria was palpable,
not justified.
If only the media could take on
elected officials such as Trump and
Australia’s prime minister Scott
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The decision by the Harry and Meghan, the duke and
duchess of Sussex, to ‘step back’ from the royal family
has set the media and Twitter alight with opinions,
criticism, and investigations. Picture: Daniel Leal-Olivas
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“If only the media
could take on elected
officials such as
Donald Trump and
Australia’s prime
minister Scott
Morrison with
the same force as
they take aim at
Meghan Markle”
Morrison with the same force as they
take aim at Meghan Markle. After all,
is it not the paid job of politicians to
legislate for a fairer, safer, and more
equal world? It’s easier to outrage at a
38-year-old woman of colour than it is
two powerful white men.
But it’s the money part, the bit about
becoming “financially independent”
that really riled up the media next
door.
Harry and Meghan’s message was:
If you don’t pay for us, you don’t own
us. And that’s always been the
justification for the media scrutiny of
the royal family, says writer Helen
Lewis, in The Atlantic — “we pay for
them, so we own them”.
But not anymore. And that’s a sting
in the tail — how do justify the public
scrutiny of someone who is neither

publicly elected nor in receipt of public
funds? Unless they’ve committed a
criminal act, you can’t really.
So where do we, both the public and
media, pour our attention now?
Holding publicly-elected officials to
account over poor policy decisions or
by stopping international wars? They
don’t seem like such easy tasks.
Who’s going to provide us with a
reprieve from the big bad world if
Meghan is no longer fair game?
A book published this month, called
Stop Reading the News, makes for a
compelling argument. Its author,
Swiss writer Rolf Dobelli, isn’t
advocating for ignorance or for letting

democracy die in the darkness.
He’s talking about our vast
consumption of pithy headlines, our
propensity for clicking on “clickbait”,
and our new habit of skimming,
surfing, and scanning reports.
He does not regret his decision to go
“news free”. And in its place he seeks
out experts in various fields to stay
informed.
Underpinning his decision to step
back from his news addiction were two
questions. He asked himself if he
understood the world any better after
consuming thousands of pieces of
news. His answer was no.
The second question, to which the

answer was also no, was if he made
better decisions about his professional
and personal life after consuming
thousands of pieces of news.
He decided to then pull back, and
to become better informed, but not
inundated and overwhelmed.
Another man, this week, revealed he
had taken similar action. In the last
edition of The Sunday Times
Magazine, DJ Chris Evans revealed he
was a year without his phone.
He “got rid” of his phone on January
21, 2019. In the space of a year, he says
he hasn’t “missed it for a single
second”. He also gets up at 3.30am
every week morning and only eats

within an eight-hour window.
In a chaotic world of climate change
and Trump politics, any semblance of
control can temporarily alleviate
feelings of existential anxiety. So too,
can those titillating tales about
Meghan, that appear to be no more.
So what’s a member of the public to
do? Consume every single piece of
news as a source of entertainment? Or
inform ourselves properly and use the
information as a call to action?
The other question is are we going to
continue to despair and outrage at the
world, or will we hold those in actual
power to account?
Meghan does not start wars and pull
countries out of international climate
agreements. Nor is she the prime
minister of a country experiencing
apocalyptic fires, who dodges the
question of climate, and says that
people’s shock comes from younger
generations who just hadn’t seen these
bush fires before.
Yet we rage against Meghan and her
every move, while throwing our hands
up with a “sure look it” about the Scott
Morrisons and Donald Trumps of this
world.
If we continue to view Meghan as an
easy target and fair game, while
treating actual leaders with apathy,
and thereby absolving them of all
responsibility, the only face that will
have egg on it is our own.

